POOLE & HUNT'S LEFFEL TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

By Joseph W. Hall, of Buffalo, N. Y.

In reply to several correspondents, seeking information as to how England first became a free trade country (in fact she is not, we append the following extract from a letter delivered before the British Reform Club, by Robert Ellis Thompson, D. D. Reconstitutes the most striking facts of the industry as it stands today. This is in the United States, and why England has made no attempt to copy it.
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN WAS NOT A MILLER.

"An old settler" writes to the Clinton Public Ledger from "the hills," in a little nook off the main roads of the state. He says that Lincoln was an old settler and lived within one mile of the place where he was born in 1819. His father was a miller, and his mother was the daughter of a miller. Lincoln was born in 1826, and he was apprenticed to his brother James in 1837. He was married in 1841, and he moved to Illinois in 1843. The mill he worked at was called Lincoln's Mill. It was situated on a stream called Lincoln Creek, near the town of Mattoon. It was a small mill, with a capacity of 100 barrels per day. It was powered by water from the creek, and it had a small store in the mill building.

"Abraham Lincoln was not a miller," he writes, "as is commonly supposed. He was an old settler and lived in the vicinity of Mattoon, Illinois, where he was born in 1819. His father was a miller, and his mother was the daughter of a miller. Lincoln was born in 1826, and he was apprenticed to his brother James in 1837. He was married in 1841, and he moved to Illinois in 1843. The mill he worked at was called Lincoln's Mill. It was situated on a stream called Lincoln Creek, near the town of Mattoon. It was a small mill, with a capacity of 100 barrels per day. It was powered by water from the creek, and it had a small store in the mill building."
THE UNITED STATES MILLER.
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Leather, grain or smooth side to pulp, 31
Leather, flesh side to pulp, 10

Proposition of Teeth of Gear.

From pitch to top of tooth, .032
Tooth height, .020
Thickness of tooth on pitch line, .04
Profile diameter, .04
Ordinary width of tooth, .020

Take 40 links on the chain. Has 30 links on the perpendicular, and 60 for the hypothesis.

In wresting a wall or frame, measure off from the corner 6 feet on one side and 8 feet on the other the distance between the two points just ten feet just 10.

One acre of surface contains 45,450 square feet, or 45,450 feet of side. The number of cubic feet in each acre, for example 100 feet.

The pressure of water in a vessel or drum depends only upon the perpendicular height of the water above the bottom; and one square inch of the surface of the cistern, flume or pipe containing it, is exactly equal to the weight of a column of water one square foot, extending perpendicularly from a given point to the surface of the water in the cistern.

The velocity of water spouting from an orifice under the pressure of a perpendicular column of water is eight times the square root of the height of the head.

A density of 10,000 is obtained through an orifice of given size, varies as the square root of the head.

The volume of a vessel is equal to the square of the side multiplied by the height.

The revolutions of a turbine vary as the square of the velocity of the impeller, divided by the diameter of the wheel in feet.

To ascertain the cubic feet per minute that will be thrown out of a nozzle, let the number of revolutions be divided by the theoretical, the area of the opening in feet by the square root of the head, multiply the product by 100, and divide it by 30.

If the opening be on a thin metal plate with a circular opening a foot in diameter, the quantity of water discharged will be only five-eighths of the theoretical, as usually calculated.

Rule for Finding the Length of Bolt Wound.

Add the diameters of the two pulleys to the sum of the diameters of the two shafts, and subtract the lengths of the bolts by the quotient by one and four-fifths. Add the product to twice the distance between the centres of the pulleys, and you will find the length required.

Rule for Finding the Change Required in the Length of Belts when the Pulleys on which They Run are Changed for Out of Composition.

Take three times the half difference between the diameters of the pulleys, and the result will be the length of belt to cut out or put in.

To Find the Width of Belt to Transmit a Given Power.

Multiply 30,000 by the horsepower. Multiply the speed of the belt in feet per minute by the product, and divide the quotient by the number of teeth of the small wheel. Divide the product by 45. Multiply the small wheel by 3. Multiply the product by the number of teeth of the small wheel, and the result will be the width of the belt.

The length of belt (in feet) equals the sum of the diameters of the roll and eye (in inches) multiplied by the number of teeth, and this product multiplied by the decimal .0193.

In putting on a new belt or taking up an old one, great care should be taken to have the ends perfectly square, and the loose end laid down on the floor, with as much care as to the material in contact, with smaller pulley. Divide the first product by the second. The quotient will be the number of teeth of the large wheel, and the number of teeth of the small wheel.

Divide the square inches of belt contact with each roll by the quotient by the velocity of belt in feet per minute and divide by 30,000.

To Find the Number of Teeth in a Pinion when the Number of Teeth on the Driver is Given.

To ascertain the number of teeth in the pinion, multiply the number of teeth the driver by the number of teeth on the pinion, and divide the product by the number of teeth on the driver, and the quotient will be the number of teeth of the pinion.

To Find the Number of Revolutions of a Driver when the Number of Revolutions of a Pinion is Given.

Multiply the number of teeth of the pinion by the number of teeth of the driver, and divide the product by the number of teeth of the pinion, and the quotient will be the number of revolutions of the driver.

To find the number of revolutions of the last Wheel at the end of a Train of Spur Wheels, all of which are in a line and mesh into smaller Wheels, divide the number of teeth of the first Wheel by the number of teeth of all the following Wheels, and the product will be the number of revolutions of the last Wheel.

To find the number of teeth in each Wheel for a Train of Spur Wheels, each to have a given Velocity.

Multiply the number of teeth of the driving wheel by the number of teeth of the driven wheel, and divide the product by the number of revolutions of the driving wheel, and the quotient will be the number of teeth of the driven wheel, or the number of teeth required for each.

To Compute the Number of Revolutions of the last Wheel in a Train of Spur Wheels, with or without Pinions, when the Revolutions of the first or Driver, and the Diameter, or Pitch Circumference, of the first, or Driver, are given.

Multiply the diameter, or circumference, of the last wheel by the number of revolutions of the last wheel, and divide this product by the continuous product of the diameters, or circumference, of the whole set of wheels, and the quotient will be the number of revolutions of the last wheel.

Example:—If this diameter, or circumference, of the first, or driver, is 10, and the diameters, or circumferences, of the last wheels are 8, 8, 10, 12, and 6, and the diameters, circumferences, or number of teeth of these last wheels are respectively 120, 120, 100, 120, and 100, the revolutions of the last wheels will be 100, 100, 75, 60, and 50.

Multiply all the drivers together and then by 10 revolutions, and you will have 8 by 10 equal to 800, and 800 divided by the amount of the product of the figures for pinions, 4 by 5 by 5 by 6=600, and the result will be 800 divided by 600, or 1.3333, which is the number of revolutions of last wheel.

This rule is equally applicable to a train of pulleys, the given products being the diameter of each and the circumference.

To find the Horse-power that a Tooth of a Wheel will Perform.

Multiply the square of the pitch in inches, by the velocity of the pitch in feet per second, divide the product by 12, and divide the result by the breadth of teeth in inches, and divide by 10.

To determine the Diameter of a Pair of Wheels in contact with each other, Diameter of their Centers apart being given.

Divide the greatest velocity by the least; subtract the ratio from one, and this quotient must bear to each other. Hence divide the distance between the centres by the ratio, when the radius of the smaller will be of the quotient, and of the smaller wheel—and subtract the radius thus obtained from the distance between the centres, and the remainder equals the radius of the other.

ENGINES AS HELPERS FOR WATER-WHEELS.

"How not to do it" might well be written in capital letters and set in large type in every book of instructions for the making of fixtures, gauges, shafting, and pillow-blocks, by which engines are sometimes connected with water-wheels. The experience of many years of study and practice has given me the view of helping them, but with really the effect of piling upon the joint effort of the engine as an additional burden, unless the load above the limit which need have been increased. In other words, we should never add to the engine, and with high boiler— though this would be possible when the boiler is large enough, and with which to build a strong foundation, or, if need be, a slender-braced pier, it is an answer to this objection to say that they should rise, or to add to a declining water-power, or upon a high-priced coal supply, the burden due to the use at high speed of the complex trains which have sometimes become necessary on water-mills.

It is very hard to believe that they were designed for the purpose of a real helping from a single large engine, and that the wheels to which are placed at considerable distances from each other and run at different speeds, and further, that the water-power should be separated from the combination.

The real test of skill and good judgment in making engines, is to avoid a concatenation of parts which will thus be quite easily separated, and not by the rigidity of parts which are connected for the combination, and not by the rigidity of joints which are connected for the purpose of erecting combinations of the engine. The use of two or three engines, as in one case instead of one larger, central engine, is due to a greater less from friction in the engine, and to water-power, and to use the steam, but any probable sum of any of these losses, if the arrangement be skillfully contrived, always is less than that due to the combination of gearing for which some of the designs of such figuring to have been indispensable and altogether anaccountable.

Many of these men, who would seem to believe the wheel to be a machine which could as easily be made worthless by dams. Mr. Sutherland has in his hands seventy cases of the kind, arising from the Appleton, Mansfield, and Montello dams, and he says that the only way to get them in their concern the amount of damage which can be done is to make a cure on the margin of an angle.

The fan case may be taken out and used as a help to get water towards the head of the machine, if desired. See that the machine is driven fully to the top of the fall.

Keep the slipp on the sieve always stretched.

The speed at which the millings flow down the cloth may be varied by changing the pressure of the roller. It is best to keep the roller in the shaker frame, a rapid flow being obtained by setting them out of perpendicular toward the cloth, and then back again.

As a rule no more pitch should be given closer lanes than the required to flow the cloth.

Never use air enough to bubble the stock on the cloth, but make the currents as strong as possible without causing this air, and without carrying good stock to the dressed side.

Always load a machine as heavily as it is possible without making the tappings too rich. The width of the cloth should be just enough to allow itself to sufficiently accomplish this end.

Cut off and return a few inches from the head of the cloth, unless, as is sometimes done, added to theast room should be at least three times the size of the spout leading to the head of the machine.

The NEMASHA, W.I., MILL DAM CASE DECISION.

The Supreme Court of the United States has at last rendered a decision in the celebrated case of the owners of the Nemasha, the county surrounding the raising of a farm by reason of the water in the lake being raised by the Nemasha dam, and the case brings the people of Montana and the people of Montana, on Thursday, April 16, 1875, and was entitled, Frank J. Jones, the owner of the estate of George J. Pum-

The Nemasha, W.I., Mill Dam Case Decision.
DO YOU MAKE BUCKWHEAT FLOUR?

CRANSON'S
SILVER CREEK BOLIER BUCKWHEAT SHUCKER

— YOU CAN —

DECREASE YOUR COSTS,
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS,
IMPROVE YOUR QUALITY,
SATISFY YOUR CUSTOMERS.

You need for full December orders, gaging, proofing.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio.

Thousands of these Machines are in successful operation, both in the U. S. and Europe. Correspondence solicited.

Fissel's New Pamphlet for 1893.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio.

Manufacturers of the

FOOLE & HUNT'S
Leffel Turbine Water Wheel

Made of best materials and in best style of workmanship.

Machine Molded Mill Caring
From 1 to 50 foot diameter, of any desired size or pitch needed, by our own special machinery. Shipped in parts, in case, and sent to hand.

Mixers and General Outfit for Fertilizer Works.

Ship Listings the Best in all Directions.

POOLE & HUNT, Baltimore, Md.

Manufactory of THE

AMERICAN TURBINE WATER WHEEL

Best Quality French Burr Millstones.


General Mill Furnishings.

The American Turbine, as recently improved, is unequalled in the power obtained from a given quantity of water, and is demanded by every Wheel ever known. It has been almost entirely made.

Large Illustrated Catalogue Sent Free on Application.

BOTTLED BEER.

VOECHING, SHAP, & CO.,

By permission of

JOS. SCHILBE BREWING CO.

CELEBRATED MILWAUKEE, WIS.

BOTTLES SUPPLIED CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

(Copies corraposing will please state when they saw the advertisement.)

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

STEEL CASTINGS

CHESTER STEEL CASTING CO.,

[Address: Chester, PA.]

M., W. & A. HARRIS, Proprietor.

Send for copy Engineers and Steams. Eureka Manual, by John W. Hill, M. E.

HARRIS-CORLISS ENGINE.

-BUILT BY-

WM. A. HARRIS, Providence, R. I.

Built under their original patents until their expiration, improvements since added: "TOP MOUNT ON REGULATOR," prevents engine from furnishing away; "SELF-PACKING VALVE STEMS" (two patents), dispense with steam stuffing boxes; "RECESSSED VALVE SEATS" prevent the wearing of shoulders on seats, and remedying a troublesome defect in other Corliss Engines; "HARRITT & HARRIS' PISTON PACKING" (three patents). "TOP COLLECTING DEVICES" (one patent). Also in "General Construction" and "Superior Workmanship." The HARRITT AND MORT WACKERMAN type of the Corliss Engine is the standard, substantially built, of the best materials, and in both Corliss and Non-Corliss forms. The Corliss Engine, from 2 hp. to 150 hp. of steam, at or above, is a labor-saving in the power and other its more fuel. Small parts are made in quantities, and interchangeable, and kept in stock, for the convenience of repair and in each. No others esquire is authorized to state that he has furnished this engine. All others where this engine can be had, WM. A. HARRIS, No. 1, without part being licensed.

M. W. HARRIS, Proprietor.
The text in the image is not legible due to the quality of the image. It appears to be a page from a newspaper or a magazine, possibly containing an article or a column. The content is not discernible from the image provided.
The United States Miller

Improved Rapid Method of Copying Drawings

The common method of copying drawings by contact with the blue process or sensitive paper is thought to have no future. Instead, the sun of from fifteen minutes to half an hour, seems likely to be superseeded to some extent by the newer and more rapid process of improved gelatine bromide of silver paper.

Gelatin sensitive paper has been difficult to make. Most of the efforts to make it have been made with special materials that are now being used for this purpose. As a result, the material is now used more and more in the process of making gelatin bromide of silver paper.

In order to make gelatin sensitive paper, the first step is to prepare a solution of gelatin in water. This solution is then heated to a temperature of about 70°C, and the gelatin is allowed to dissolve completely. The solution is then cooled to room temperature and then poured into a mold. The gelatin is allowed to set and harden, and then the gelatin sensitive paper is dried and prepared for use.

The second step in making gelatin sensitive paper is to expose the gelatin to light. This is done by placing the gelatin sensitive paper in a darkroom and exposing it to a light source. The light source is usually a lamp or a light bulb, and the duration of exposure can be controlled by the length of time the gelatin is exposed to light.

The third step in making gelatin sensitive paper is to develop the gelatin. This is done by placing the gelatin sensitive paper in a developer, which is a chemical solution that reacts with the exposed gelatin to produce a latent image. The developer is usually a solution of sodium thiosulfate, and the duration of exposure can be controlled by the length of time the gelatin is exposed to the developer.

The fourth and final step in making gelatin sensitive paper is to fix the gelatin. This is done by placing the gelatin sensitive paper in a fixer, which is a chemical solution that reacts with the developed gelatin to remove any remaining silver ions from the gelatin. The fixer is usually a solution of sodium thiosulfate, and the duration of exposure can be controlled by the length of time the gelatin is exposed to the fixer.

The gelatin sensitive paper is then washed and dried, and the process is complete. The resulting gelatin sensitive paper is then used to make copies of drawings by placing the gelatin sensitive paper against the original drawing and exposing it to light. The resulting image is then developed and fixed, and the process is complete.

The process of making gelatin sensitive paper is a complex and technical process, and it requires a great deal of skill and experience to be able to produce high-quality gelatin sensitive paper. However, with the development of new materials and techniques, the process of making gelatin sensitive paper is becoming more and more efficient and effective, and it is likely to continue to improve in the future.
The MILLS OF MINNEAPOLIS

The present milling capacity of Minneapo-
lis is shown in the appended table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of mill</th>
<th>Barrels per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Barnard & Barnard** | 13000 |}

**Wheatstone's** FRINGED IRON MILL.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL.

**Barnard & Barnard**'s **Stonewall Mill.**

**Minnesota Milling Co.,** 20,000 barrels per day.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.**

The *Mill-owners and Farmers' Journal* reports that the new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.**

The new mill is said to be of the latest design and is equipped with the most modern machinery.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Minnesota Milling Co.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the largest in the country.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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The new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Wheatstone's** FRINGED IRON MILL.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.**
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**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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**Backman & Hultin Mill.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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The new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Minnesota Milling Co.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the largest in the country.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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**Backman & Hultin Mill.**

**Barnard & Barnard**

The new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Minnesota Milling Co.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the largest in the country.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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The new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Minnesota Milling Co.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the largest in the country.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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**Minnesota Milling Co.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the largest in the country.
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**Barnard & Barnard**

The new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Minnesota Milling Co.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the largest in the country.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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**Wheatstone's** FRINGED IRON MILL.

**Backman & Hultin Mill.**

**Barnard & Barnard**

The new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.

**Minnesota Milling Co.** This mill has been in operation for some time and is said to be one of the largest in the country.
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The new mill in St. Paul has been completed and put in operation.

**Grayson's** BARLOW & STANLEY MILL. This mill has been equipped with the latest improvements in milling machinery, and is said to be one of the most efficient mills in the United States.
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DUSTLESS GRAIN SEPARATORS!

Our aim has been to construct a machine that would do superior work, clean fast, run easy, and to remove all dust and foul stuff without wasting any grain or seed; also in making it strong and durable in every respect.

For these machines we make the following claims:

**Prize.** Their Superiority in Separation: They have two distinct combinations of sieves and screens to which blast is applied, which performs the same work in one operation that is usually done in running through twice.

**Trumb.** Their Large Cleaning Capacity: In constructing these machines the capacity has been greatly increased, so that they will clean much faster than any single machine of equal size.

**Fryz.** The Effectiveness of Removing Dust and Chaff: By combing the Dustless Fan with these machines all dust and chaff can be taken out and carried through spouts to outside of building, or into a dust-box, thereby obviating the great objection and nuisance of having the house filled with dust, and the discomfort and annoyance caused on men working therein.

**Fryz.** Their Great Strength and Durability: In making these machines it has been one of the chief objects to make them as strong and durable as can be done. No other material capable of withstanding such wear and tear has been used. In the phosphate work many very heavy machines were made out of thoroughly seasoned white ash. The laces are extra heavy, and all fastened on bolts, with shafts of one and one-half inch in diameter, Babbitted Boxes, large solid Irons, with heavy Connecting Rods, and Brass Oil Cups on all Bearings. Also the Hopper, Feed and Grain Baskets are covered with Heavy Sheet Iron, preventing the grain from working through some.

For Circulans, Prices, etc., address:

W. J. CLARK & CO., Sole Manufacturers, SALEM, O.

---

The "Salem" Elevator Bucket.

The Salem Elevator Bucket is designed to meet the requirements of men engaged in handling a variety of materials, from the coarsest to the finest. It is made of durable materials and is built to last, ensuring efficiency and reliability in daily operations.

**For Sale**

WANTED.—A PARTNER, with funds to invest, to enter into a firm in the business of Elevators and Grain Baskets. Address F. F. MILLER, Des Moines, Iowa.

---

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION.

As a source of profitable entertainment for the family paper audience, the 'School and Home Page' is a decided favorite. It is a monthly, containing 12 numbers, each of which is a neatly bound book containing 200 pages of 8 by 11 inches. The whole book and the contents are very attractive, and it is issued at a price that will appeal to all classes.

**For Sale**

A good, strong, heavy, well-made, well-built and well-finished, complete and complete, fully equipped, and ready for use, with all necessary tools and accessories. Price $50.00. Address J. F. GATES, 110 West 23rd Street, Chicago.

---

2,500 Machines in Operation

THE MILWAUKEE DUST COLLECTOR MFG. CO.,

The only successful Machine.

Machines also manufactured

BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS.

---

WISCONSIN CENTRAL LINE

3 TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY

MILWAUKEE, PONTiac, Oshkosh, Green Bay.

PARLOR CARS

Through from Chicago (Milwaukee) without changing at Des Moines.

New & Exclusive Sleeping Cars

From Los Angeles to Chicago, Paris, New York, etc.

ELEVATORS

Milwaukee & Chicago.

---

THE PAIGE MFG. CO.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.
Case Manufacturing Co.

Our Purifier is being more highly esteemed every day. Our "BISMARCK" Mill and accompanying machinery for "Gradual Reduction" grows more and more in favor with every new mill we start up. We make special sizes for different capacities, guaranteeing results every time.

If you want a simple machine or a Full Mill, write us.

THE CASE MIDDLENGS PURIFIER!

A—The Fan may be reversed and can be made to blow toward either end of Purifier.
B—To-raise upper Riddle.
C—Cut-off for upper Riddle, sliding one-half the length of Riddle.
D—Alexender, lower Riddle.
E—Upper Riddle tapp off here.
F—Lower Riddle tapp off here.
G—Cut-off for lower Riddle, sliding one-half the length of Riddle.

H—Feed Box for upper Riddle.
I—Rolling Cloth for upper Riddle.
K—Purified Middlings from upper Riddle.
L—Cut-off from upper Riddle.
M—Feed Box for lower Riddle.
N—Rolling Cloth for lower Riddle.
O—Purified Middlings from lower Riddle.
P—Cut-off from lower Riddle.

The upper and lower balance each a complete machine, and can be run together, or separately, as desired.

THE CASE PURIFIER, MADE DOUBLE OR SINGLE, has the only Patent Automatic Feed in use on any Purifier. Perfect control of the Blast. Runs quiet and noiseless, and is full of points of Convenience and Merit.

Mention this paper when you write us.

Geo. T. Smith Improved Middlings Purifier

More than Seven Thousand are Running in the United States Alone.

Exclusive Features.
Patent Self-Regulating Feeding Device.
Patent Self-Sprung Eccentric Connection.
EASILY ADJUSTED.

Exclusive Features.
Patented Application of Graded Controllable Air Currents.
Patent Cloth Tightener.
Patent Double Conveyors, in the same Horizontal Plane.
LIGHT RUNNING.

ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS OF MILLING.

FIFTEEN SIZES SUITABLE FOR MILLS OF ALL CAPACITIES.

Single, Double, and Aspirator Machines.

SPECIAL NOTICE—The Geo. T. Smith Purifier is licensed under all patents owned by the Consolidated Middlings Purifier Co. and under every patent granted in the United States covering any features of value as regards the convenience, economy and efficiency of a Middlings Purifier.

[Please mention the United States Miller when you write to us.]
THE SILVER CREEK
Smut and Separating Machine
With Adjustable Shaking Shoe and Changable Cockle Screens, whereby all Cockle can be extracted from the Wheat. Will do thorough work, both as a Scourer and Separator.

Warranted not to cut or break wheat.

Bolting Cloths
A SPECIALTY.

Send for descriptive circular. Address
Nagle, McNeal & Co.
Silver Creek, N.Y.

ATLAS-CORLISS ENGINE!

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
Builders of All Classes of
Engines and Boilers.
We build The Best Farm Engines and Small Engines for Warehouse and Elevators. Judd

RELIANCE WORKS, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.
E. P. ALLIS & CO., Proprietors.

Improved Corliss Engine,
MANUFACTURED BY
EDW. P. ALLIS & CO., RELIANCE WORKS, MILWAUKEE.

A saving of from 20 to 50 per cent. of fuel over all ordinary engines.

Improved condensing apparatus attached when desired, which effects a saving of from 25 to 53 per cent. of fuel.

Parties having ordinary engines of ordinary construction can have them fitted with new cylinder and valve gear, which will insure a saving of 25 to 40 per cent. of the fuel.

WE INVITE CORRESPONDENCE.

WEGMANN’S PATENT PORCELAIN ROLLS
Fast succeeding Metal Rolls; do far better work; have larger capacity and require only 1/3 horse-power. These machines are self-adjusting and easily operated, and over 5,000 of them now in use,—making the best flour in the world. Testimonials, description and price furnished on application.

E. P. ALLIS & CO.
LEFFEL'S IMPROVED WATER WHEEL.

The Leffel Water Wheel is a combination of solid cast iron and an improved method of manufacturing. It is sturdy, reliable, and can be used for a variety of purposes.

For more information, contact:
JAMES E. LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, and 100 Liberty Street, N. Y. City.

Noye's Patent Pick Holder

The Only Holder Worthy of the Name. The Pick can be adjusted at will to strike the blow at any desired angle. We believe that on hand a large amount of our establishment.

Cast Steel Mill Picks

AT PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

JOHN T. NOYE & SON, Buffalo, New York.

VAN DE WATER'S NEWLY IMPROVED JANVON TURBINE WATER WHEEL.

$5 PER CENT. GUARANTEED.

In no case will we give a good 5¢ per cent. Water Wheel with blades that would not stand the above amount of water and would not require the addition of any extra weight. All such wheels are built under the most rigid specifications and in the most rigid conditions.

HENRY VAN DE WATER, Asbury, New York, U. S. A.

GEO. R. GALE, HAYWARD MILL MACHINERY WORKS

The Eclipse

Guaranteed the best in the trade. The only Red Oak and Hickory Milling Machine.

STRAH & BICE MFG. CO., Fatio, Ohio.

SLATER'S IMPROVED Bolting Reel

Warranted the best in the trade. The only Red Oak and Hickory Milling Machine.

The only Red Oak and Hickory Milling Machine.

DUFORT & CO.'S BOLTING CLOTH.

A superior Woven Screen and Brush Machine. General Mill Furnishings.

CHARLES B. SLATER & CO., St. Louis, Mo.

ROPP'S Easy Calculator

It is used in most factories, Mechanies, and stores that a skilled operator, with the aid of the most recent and accurate logarithms, can calculate by simple methods and with the aid of tables of logarithms.

The following are used in most factories, Mechanies, and stores that a skilled operator, with the aid of the most recent and accurate logarithms, can calculate by simple methods and with the aid of tables of logarithms.

Zucato's Papyrus

It is for sale in all the leading stores in the country.

SALEM ELEVATOR BUCKET.

B. F. GUMP, No. 33 South Canal Street, Chicago.

GENERAL MILL FURNISHER, COMMISSION MERCHANT, SOUTHWESTERN STATES.

GENUINE DUFORD & CO.

BOLTING CLOTHES.

I HANDLE NO OTHER BRAND.

All names that are legally in use are sold by this firm.

Flour Mill Trimmings a Specialty.

Pack, Bakers, Flour, and Seed Oil. 25 cents per pound, 75 cents per pound, 1 dollar per pound, 1 dollar and 25 cents per pound, 1 dollar and 50 cents per pound, 1 dollar and 75 cents per pound, 2 dollars per pound, 3 dollars per pound, 5 dollars per pound, 10 dollars per pound, 15 dollars per pound, 20 dollars per pound, 25 dollars per pound, 30 dollars per pound, 40 dollars per pound, 50 dollars per pound, 75 dollars per pound, 100 dollars per pound.

G. E. J. WARD & CO., Silver Creek, N. Y.

THE COMMERICAL AGENCY.

TAYLOR & BURKS CO.

Established in N. Y. City for the pro-duction of tools and laborers.

SEI. F. CRADDOCK & COMPANY, Proprietors.

Our Commercial Agency in the United States. Established in 1872, with the reputation of making the best and most efficient tools of any kind and quality.

Associated Offices

In all the leading cities of the United States, Canada, and Europe, in every country and city.

Our office is open every day, from 8 o'clock in the morning until 8 o'clock at night.

Our office is open every day, from 8 o'clock in the morning until 8 o'clock at night.

Our office is open every day, from 8 o'clock in the morning until 8 o'clock at night.

The Silver Creek Corn Sheller and CLEANEIL.